CROSS-WISE

Seawall

ACROSS
1. It might be chocolate or
48-Down
9. It might help you or
your computer
operate
13. Chocolate source
14. Baker or Hill
16. Getting
17. Berlin's ___ den
Linden
18. Word with dry or
spice
19. Arizona desert
21. Top farm level for
25-Across
22. Has ___ ear
24. Introduced a
proposition?
25. See 21-Across
26. In-law?
28. Hanoi holidays
29. Dalmatian count?
30. "Take ___ to your
leader!" (space
aliens' demand)
32. Grassy tropical
plain
35. Nab, or what
1-Across might
wear
38. Hurtle
39. Common link on
corporate home
page
41. Gospel great
Winans
42. Popular FDR
signing
43. Actress Suvari
45. Caustic
49. Sty or stylus
50. It beats nothing
51. Jump for Nathan
Chen
52. Vapour trail?
53. Demon praying on
sleeping men
56. Like a wee bairn
57. "Ditto"
59. An optimist and a
pessimist may
disagree on how to
apply this adjective
61. Potentially offensive
62. Hidden diary writer
63. Diana or Betsy
64. Wind scale ranging
from zero to twelve

DOWN
1. Playwright and film
director Neil
2. What those with a
Napoleon complex
do
3. "___-ram-ewel!" (password
in "Babe")
4. Philippe IV et Louis
XIV
5. "___ extra cost to
you!"
6. Toast
7. Paris left her for
Helen of Troy
8. Bemoans
9. Brief excursion
10. Bay State cape
11. Wheat germ oil
antioxidant
12. Didn't have tea for
two?
13. Orange-pink lipstick
hue
15. Like Scheherazade
20. Lorraine's neighbor
23. In Hawaii, an
intense shower
27. Exam for an
aspiring atty.
31. Shady for-profit
school shut down in
2011, briefly
33. Leche source
34. Betel nut palm
35. Prince of Narnia
36. Krazy Kat, in
relation to Ignatz
Mouse
37. Opposite of
"borrowed from"
40. Ten-legged marine
crustacean
41. Chess master
Fabiano
44. Christian creed
46. White dwarf or
black hole
47. Recycle money, in
a way
48. See 1-Across
50. Puma fighter?
54. Down and out in
Paris?
55. Sound data file
extension
58. Missions, for short
60. Successful sign?

See page 299 for the answers to this puzzle.
Iowa State University student chapter members attended the 21st Annual AMS Student Conference in Houston, Texas, where they were able to network and build connections with other students and the professionals in attendance. Several of the students had the opportunity to present on research they had performed over the past year.

**Answers to the puzzle on page 295.**